
A just transition in urban transport needs 
to focus on reducing carbon emissions and 
combatting existing inequalities. Urban 
transport is not only infrastructure - the buses, 
the subways, the taxis, the two-and-three 
wheelers. It is also the workers who run it and 
the communities who depend on it.  

Urban transport workers are on the frontlines 
of the climate crisis. This crisis has reinforced 
existing inequalities and conditions of precarity, 
low-wages, unsafe working conditions, 
gender-based discrimination, lack of effective 
rights to collective bargaining and freedom 
of association, and overall exclusion from the 
most relevant decisions on urban transport 
development. 

A JUST TRANSITION FOR  
URBAN TRANSPORT WORKERS
10 POINTS FOR A WORKER-LED, DEMOCRATIC,  
PUBLICLY-LED, GENDER EQUAL AND CLEAN TRANSITION  
FOR TRANSPORT IN OUR CITIES

As urban transport workers, we support the 
need for a transformation of the transport 
infrastructure that responds to the speed 
and scale of the climate crisis. We also 
recognise that this is an opportunity to fix, 
to improve, to reinvent urban transport in 
a way that addresses existing inequalities 
of access, that challenges precarious and 
informal employment, that addresses caste 
and racial discriminations, and that puts 
women at the centre of priorities.

Just Transition for  
Transport Workers



 
 
 
 
 

1. CHALLENGING PRECARIOUS  
    AND INFORMAL WORK; A ROAD  
    TO FORMALIZATION 

• Recognising rights to freedom of association 
and collective bargaining  

• Extending/recognising social security and 
health insurance 

• Roadmap to formalisation for informal 
transport workers

• Turn towards provision of fixed, decent and 
stable wages

App-based worker, Hyderabad, India

Governments should regulate and pressure 
employers to make a shift from commission-
based (variable pay) work to fixed pay stable 
income work.”

2. ADDITIONAL PAY DURING EXTREME  
     WEATHER EVENTS

• Declare extreme weather events as hazardous 
work, increase pay and protection during 
these events for workers in the urban transport 
system 

App-based worker, Bogota, Colombia

We are expected to deliver under any 
circumstance, in the worst weather 
conditions, without support, protection  
or extra pay. We take all the risk to keep 
people fed.”

3. A JOB GUARANTEE FOR URBAN  
    TRANSPORT WORKERS 

• Guarantee employment stability and continuity 
during the transition, including retraining 
opportunities for new tasks, as well as 
relocating into other sectors of the urban 
transport system

Train worker, Santiago, Chile

We have undergone transitions before. In 
the trains, we went from coal-powered, 
to diesel, and now to electric. There have 
been continuous changes in the retraining 
of the workforce and modernisation 
of the equipment. We can say that every 
transition has brought as a result a 
reduction in jobs, the elimination of 
certain tasks vital for the service, and the 
precarisation of working conditions.’’

4. PENSION SUPPORT FOR WORKERS         
     NEARING RETIREMENT 

Bus driver, Bogota, Colombia

Workers are generally seen as “objects” 
who can be changed or “retired” when they 
are no longer needed. Many of us have 
given decades of our lives to this city, and 
deserve to be treated with respect, when 
we are nearing retirement and will not be 
hired by new companies.”

5. HEALTH AND SAFETY RIGHTS IN   
     VIEW OF THE CLIMATE CRISIS

• Shelter spaces for platform/app-based 
workers across the city to provide 
protection from extreme weather events 
and a space to recharge phones, rest and 
park their vehicles 

• Sanitation  
• Increase health care coverage for illnesses 

related to exposure to air pollution 
• Paid sick days

Ticket vending worker, Bogota, Colombia

Our jobs are qualified in the lowest 
possible category within the health 
insurance system. We are considered  
office workers, but we spend most of  
our working time outside, exposed to 
the fumes of the buses which lead to 
respiratory illnesses.” 
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6. DEMOCRATIC URBAN TRANSPORT  
• Incorporate workers and users in the design, 

decision-making and implementation process  
• Prioritise transport workers’ cooperatives
• Trade union representation

Train worker, Jakarta, Indonesia

We want to be included in the decision-making 
process because we want to be part of the 
transition. Workers have a sense of belonging 
and responsibility with the transport system in 
the city, and want to be part of making  
it better.” 

7. PUBLIC SECTOR INVOLVEMENT 
• Promote publicly owned operators
• Integrate urban transport under  

the public sector
• Take profit out of public transport 

Subway worker, Santiago, Chile

We have a publicly owned subway system that 
outsources most of the work to private firms, 
which operate with a profit mandate. We need 
to change the role of the public sector, to 
reverse the processes of privatisation and to 
provide a good, cheap and reliable service as  
a priority.”

8. TECHNOLOGY SOVEREIGNTY
• Workers need to know and understand the data 

generated through the use of new technologies
• Technological innovations need to improve 

working conditions, support workers during 
extreme weather events and provide greater 
stability

• Promote locally made and maintained new 
technologies 

Boda Boda driver, Nairobi, Kenya

We import the cars that we use on the 
roads. But there are now local projects to 
manufacture and maintain electric two-and-
three wheelers. The governments should 
support these projects and make it a priority 
of the transition.” 
 
 

9.   MODAL SHIFT 

• Transition to more public transport,  
less private vehicle use 

• Low emissions need to be coupled with 
more services and lower fares

App-based worker, Hyderabad, India

We need to improve public transportation 
not just by bringing electric buses. 
We also need more buses on the roads, 
running more frequently and getting 
private cars off the streets.”

10. A GENDER EQUAL  
      JUST TRANSITION

• Women workers to be put at the centre 
of the transition, prioritising employment 
opportunities, formalisation and access to 
services for women

• Urban transport is a core element for 
sustaining production and reproduction 

Ticket vending worker, Bogota, Colombia

Women workers often have the most 
precarious and poorly paid jobs in the 
transport system. We are the most 
exposed to air pollution and have the 
worst healthcare coverage. Many of us 
want to be part of the transition and 
be able to show that we have the skills 
and capacity to do other jobs within 
the system. The transition should be 
about clean energies and changing the 
dominant patriarchal culture within our 
public transport system.”



Activity
1. What do you associate with a just transition?   

2. Do the ideas highlighted in this leaflet relate to your demands  
in your workplace? 

3. How would you go about preparing a just transition plan for your workplace? 
Are there elements that you would add to the ones mentioned here? In groups 
with co-workers, make a list of demands for a just transition plan in your 
workplace. 

4. Map the issues highlighted in the 10-point plan and discuss how it would 
affect your workplaces. How would you explain these demands  
to governments and employers? 

5. What are the actions that you need to take as a collective to make  
that path a reality?  

Governments and employers have responded  
to the climate crisis by speeding up processes  
of electrification and automation.  
While workers in urban transport support clean, 
safe and reliable public services, the processes  
of electrification and automation are failing 
workers and communities, by displacing good-
paying jobs, deepening precarity, privatising 
services and cutting access to communities who 
depend on public services. Technological fixes  
by themselves are false solutions. Workers have 
the knowledge, skills and experience that are 
critical to reinventing transport in a holistic way  
to confront the climate crisis. 

Changes towards low-carbon urban transport 
systems need to move beyond technological 
fixes and incorporate the needs of urban 
transport workers and communities as a priority 
in planning, design, implementation. This will 
provide the opportunity to use the transition as 
a tool to transform cities away from profit-driven 
transport and into publicly-owned, regulated, 
accessible and clean urban transport systems. 

Technical fixes = false solutions 




